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Strategic Planning Update

• Update on the strategic planning process

• Summary of Phase I decisions made in Bangkok

• Overview of what comes next (Phase II)
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Strategic Planning Timeline
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Phase I: Completed 
Bangkok Meeting



Strategic Planning Working Groups

In May, 3 Working Groups were given specific tasks to explore over the summer and report their findings in November
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PROGRAM CHOICES IDENTITY & VALUE PROPOSITION CAPACITY & CULTURE

Identify priority topics (under the 

EVAC  umbrella) for collective 

advocacy and programming.

Identify what value the Alliance

most offers to its members and 

what the Alliance wants to be 

known for in the next 3-5 years.

Identify options to improve the 

financial health of members —

through membership growth, 

development efforts or 

efficiencies.



Success Measures
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How will we know our planning process was successful?

If the final Strategic Plan contains the following:  

1. The Alliance has articulated a clear goal(s) for what we want to achieve for children

2. The Alliance identity is clear, simple and a source of pride that unites us

3. The Plan will be owned at all levels – especially country offices and locals

• The plan is relevant to the diverse realities of Alliance members

• The plan process includes the perspectives of local office staff

4. The Plan adds value/strengthens the sustainability of members 



CEO Decision Criteria
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VIABILITY

Can we AFFORD to do it?

• Can we BUILD it?

• Can we MAINTAIN it?

• Can we make it GROW? 

DESIRABILITY

Do we WANT to do it?

• Is there a NEED?

• Can we make an IMPACT?

• Is the issue COMPELLING? 

FEASIBILITY

Do we have the SKILLS to do it?

• Is it within our CORE COMPETENCIES?

• Is it consistent with our BRAND?

• Does it require TECHNICAL SKILLS 

beyond our capacity? 

The Sweet Spot



Board Decisions
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PROGRAM CHOICES IDENTITY & VALUE PROPOSITION CAPACITY & CULTURE

• Launch targeted, global advocacy 

campaigns (like FreeFromViolence)

• 1st campaign: narrow EVAC topic

- Child Labor / Trafficking or

- Early Child Marriage or

- Sexual Exploitation or

- Revisit initial list of 12 topics
(see next slide)

• 2nd campaign: (pending further research) 

Environment & Climate Change

• Pursue 5 methods for furthering the 

Alliance’s value proposition

• Focus on branding collective 

advocacy and programming and

table (for now) the branding of 

member names 

• Review the Alliance’s existing value 

proposition for needed updates or 

reforms

• Pursue more joint grant 

applications

• Identify opportunities where 

Alliance campaigns strengthen 

grant applications, or which 

provide funding for programs 

that strengthen Alliance 

campaigns

• Develop methods to manage 

joint grants and corporate 

funding

• Ensure efforts benefit smaller 

Alliance members

Summary of Board Decisions (November, Bangkok)



Working Group Details
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Program Choices
OBJECTIVE

Identify a program choice under the EVAC umbrella that can serve to unify the Alliance’s 

collective advocacy, programming and branding efforts. 

(Not intended to reflect all programmatic work done by all members, nor restrict any member 

programming.)

METHOD

Four options considered—the goal was to choose one. 

1. Modern Child Slavery and Trafficking

2. Prevention (emphasis) of Violence against Children

3. Impact of Environment and Climate Change (E&CC) on Children

4. Niche campaigns under the EVAC umbrella 



Working Group Details
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Program Choices
OUTCOME:  Undertake multiple (goal = 2) global advocacy campaigns over the 5-year plan period

1. Relevant to all Alliance members

2. Relevant at many levels (global, 

regional, national advocacy)

3. Includes a research component

4. Includes program initiatives related to 

the topic

5. Provides fundraising opportunities

6. Builds awareness (multi-channel 

content, public events)

7. Builds member knowledge and skills

8. Promotes organizational agility

9. Includes a specific advocacy “ask”

10. Has a defined “win” or an impact that 

is measurable

 Aligns with advocacy, which members indicate is where they get the most value from the Alliance

 Expands Alliance’s credibility with advocacy targets and leadership among child-focused groups, if campaigns 

build on — not pivot from — EVAC

What is a Campaign?  (working definition)



Working Group Phase II
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Program Choices
First campaign:

One of 3 topics on Modern Child Slavery & Trafficking :

Child Labor ♦ Child Marriage  ♦ Sexual Exploitation

1. Working Group will undertake further research on 

each topic

2. Working Group will evaluate each topic using decision 

criteria

3. Should the topics not meet criteria or be suitable for 

campaigns, the Working Group will evaluate further 

the original list of program choices (see next slide)

4. CEO’s will make a final decision on the topic in 

February

Second campaign:

♦ (tbc) Environment & Climate Change (E&CC)

Because of concerns about “feasibility” of this topic…

1. Working Group will develop a roadmap that:

- directly links EVAC with E&CC

- based on sound research and compelling evidence 

- and experience with environmental programming

- that is credible within sector (not “jumping on bandwagon”)

- and credible with publics (our programs are “sustainable”)

- and is novel among our peers (competitive analysis)

2. A decision on whether or not to pursue this topic will be 

made during implementation of the Strategic Plan



Working Group Phase II
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Program Choices

Original List of 

Program Choices 

to Consider



Working Group Details 
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Identity & Value Proposition
OBJECTIVE:

What should the Alliance be known for — internally and externally — in the next 3 – 5 years?

When the Alliance is at its best, what value does it offer its members and beneficiaries?

METHODS:

1. We move with a faster pace, applying innovative, concentrated ‘bursts’ of interventions

2. We ensure our work is evidence-based, using a common measurement framework applied 
to one global Alliance-wide approach

3. We make the strategic plan real at all levels, including greater coordination / translation of 
action to local level

4. We put greater energy into accountability

5. We manage our brand – what we stand for, and how we present ourselves.



Working Group Phase II

Identity & Value Proposition

OUTCOME: 

Guided by 4 of the methods (see next slide) 

Review current Value Proposition to identify 

what remains relevant and what needs to be 

changed or enhanced

Objects Guiding Principles Member Commitments

• To support the ChildFund mission, values and goals

• To improve the quality of programs and outcomes

• To help Members become stronger / more effective
• To raise brand awareness, credibility and profile

• To promote and monitor common standards
• To provide broader/more attractive career paths for 

member staff

• To build effective networks connecting Members to 
funds, projects, countries, knowledge, ideas and 

experience
• To coordinate and support emergency response

• To lead and manage international advocacy

• To help Members maximize and diversify revenue

o Unified brand and presence – one registered member per 

country

o Measure and compare performance – focus on outcomes / do 
what we say

o Inclusive, participatory and consultative governance
o Transparent and accountable communication and reporting

o Respect for the independence, autonomy, governance and 

domestic position of members
o Decentralised program operations

o Decentralised fundraising
o A lean and efficient Secretariat

• Commitment to the vision, 

mission, values and goals of 

ChildFund
• Compliance with ChildFund 

standards
• Active participation in, and 

engagement with, ChildFund 

Alliance
• Financial support of ChildFund 

Alliance

Focal Points

Standards Network Brand Building Advocacy Global Reach

Define and promote 

standards:

• Brand
• Finance and 

reporting
• Fundraising

• Programme 

standards
• Programme approach

Set policy

Provide accreditation

Work together

• Board meetings, EXCOM, CEO Forum

and Committees
• Secondments and employment 

networking
• Regional connections

• Humanitarian Assistance Coordination 

Unit
Share information:

• Referrals and advice
• Communicate meeting outcomes

• Common systems

Collaborate
• Actively seek bilateral / multilateral 

initiatives and sponsorship

Promote Members and 

Alliance:

• Brand visibility
• All useful media / 

forums
• With one voice

• Global standing (scale)

• Target marketing

Develop projects that support 

best outcomes for children:

• Issues identification and 
policy analysis

• Research and policy 
partnerships

• Assist Members with ‘local’ 

advocacy
• Advocate in important 

international fora

Scale and credibility

Achieve critical mass:
• Promote unmet 

opportunities to members
• Search out targeted new 

members to complete 

reach and scale
• Coordination and 

execution of emergency 
response

Core Values

• Compassion and respect for all children and cultures: We strive for a world where children, regardless of religion, race, gender or disability have the opportunity for a safe, 

healthy and happy childhood.

• Commitment to delivering the highest quality standards of integrity and accountability: We are committed to delivering the highest industry standards for the use of funds.  
We are financially accountable for all money we receive and use it only for the purpose for which it was raised

• Collaboration and knowledge-sharing: We commit to working in partnership with our members, sharing knowledge and best practices in order to effectively reach the most 
children.

• Advocates for child rights and the interests of all children: We are committed to promoting and campaigning for the rights and interests of all of the world’s children. 

• Optimism: We are devoted to our effort to provide children with hope and determination for a better life and positive future.
• Connecting people: We see sponsorship as a means to provide for the development of children – enlarging their world, extending their self-worth and expanding their 

opportunities.

Current Value Proposition Document



Working Group Phase II
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Identity & Value Proposition
OUTCOME: 

The group will evaluate the Value Proposition using 4 of the “methods” presented

• Is it Evidence-based? – There was consensus that evidence is a key part of the Alliance identity  

• Does it enhance Accountability? – fundamentally, to those we serve

o Does this include accountability to each other by ensuring that Alliance-wide standards are upheld? 

• Is the Strategic Plan “real” at all levels

o Is the Alliance strategy reflected in the actions and work of all members

o Recognize that success requires that we build understanding among local offices and ensure member strategies are related to the 
Alliance strategy and promote an understanding that members are “partners,” not simply donors

• How does it define our brand – Consensus to limit the scope of the brand issues that are addressed

o Transcendence approach— focus on what provides the most value, within a defined scope 

 In Scope: Branding collective actions and developing co-branding standards

 Out of Scope: Renaming of member organizations



Working Group Details
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Capacity & Culture
OBJECTIVE

Identify the capacity and culture required to successfully execute the Strategic Plan. 

o Phase I Focus: options to improve the financial health of members through growth or efficiency. 

Four Options:

o Increase multi-member grant proposals.

o Develop a cross-member fundraising mentoring and consulting program.

o Consolidate or strictly coordinate operations to achieve efficiency gains.

o Create and sustain an “innovation culture” across the Alliance.

- GROWTH

- EFFICIENCY



Working Group Details
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Capacity & Culture
OUTCOME: 

Multi-member grant proposals

• Builds on existing strengths and what has been accomplished at the EU 

• Opportunity for rapid growth via large sums from institutional grants vs. small monthly increments from sponsorships 

• Room to Grow since grants represent a relatively small of our funding mix currently

• Low hanging fruit.– grants are opportunities within our reach

Innovation Culture

• Not separate initiative – essential to the Alliance, but capacity constraints prohibit 

• Integrate into Plan – CEO Forum will identify how innovation can be integrated by each working group 



Working Groups Phase II
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Capacity & Culture

Phase II considerations for multi-member grant proposals:

• How will efforts align with Program Choices working group? 

(support for capturing synergies)

• How will efforts be organized/structured?  

(broad support for institutional effort, with resources and leadership)

• How will committee members (APC) be part of this effort? 

• How do we ensure efforts benefit smaller organizations?

• How might we include areas beyond grants — such as corporate funding?

(need for management structure)



Next Steps
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Finalizing the Plan
Highlights of Phase II. 



Next Steps
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Clarify Impacts

• What impacts do we aim to create during the next five years in each of the three focal areas?

o Program Choices

o Identity & Value Proposition

o Capacity & Culture

• What are the required resources and key initiatives necessary to achieve these impacts? 

o Identify key initiatives, budget ranges, and major outputs for the first few years

o Ensure ambitions are feasible and momentum can be maintained during first year

• What detailed action plans will task forces need to undertake in each subsequent year? 

o Adjust current Alliance task force/committee structures and mandates, as appropriate



Next Steps
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Develop Detailed Plans
• Working groups will reconvene

o Sponsors will organize and ensure diversity of membership

o CEOs will provide names of candidates for membership

o Existing members invited, but not required, to participate

• Working groups will develop plans (ToRs) based on Bangkok decisions 

o Detailed notes from discussions provided to working group sponsors in December

o SIT to develop additional guidance on deliverables for Phase II in December 

• Additional decisions will be made through a virtual CEO Forum meeting(s) in February

o Working groups will ensure relevance by consulting CEOs on key ideas/options prior to February

o SIT will organize monthly updates on plan progress to the CEO Forum

o SIT will work with the Board Liaison Committee to keep the Board informed



Next Steps
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Make the Plan “Real” (across the Alliance)

• CEOs (members) will make upfront commitments

o Specific contributions/activities by their organizations 

o Indicate how contribution is represented in their own organization’s strategy

o CEOs will decide in February the deadline for making Strategic Plan commitments

• CEOs (members) will provide progress updates on commitments 

o At each CEO Forum meeting (twice per year) 

• CEOs (members) will communicate and build understanding throughout their organizations

o Inform HQ staff and County Offices of the plan 

 What is its goal?

 How was it developed?

 How will they be expected to contribute?



www.childfundalliance.org

Learn More

http://www.childfundalliance.org/

